Purple photosynthetic bacteria harvest light using pigment-protein complexes which are often arranged in pseudo-organelles called chromatophores. A model of a chromatophore from Rhodospirillum photometricum was constructed based on atomic force microscopy data. Molecular-dynamics simulations and quantum-dynamics calculations were performed to characterize the intercomplex excitation transfer network and explore the interplay between close-packing and light-harvesting efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Life on earth is sustained through photosynthetic light harvesting (1, 2) . The efficiency with which plants and bacteria absorb sunlight and convert the resulting electronic excitation energy, before it dissipates, into more stable forms of energy has made this process the subject of many studies (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . The studies showed that in natural light harvesting systems, the initial photoexcitation of pigment molecules (with the latter held in place by a protein matrix to form pigment-protein complexes (11) (12) (13) is followed by rapid, long-distance energy migration in the form of electronic excited states to reach a photosynthetic reaction center (RC) (5, 14) . The RC, found in all photosynthetic species, performs the first key energy conversion of electronic excitation, namely to a transmembrane charge separation (15) (16) (17) .
For light harvesting pigment-protein complexes organized in supramolecular arrangements, purple bacteria use chromatophores, which are structurally much simpler than the corresponding systems from evolutionarily more advanced cyanobacteria and plants (1, 18, 19) . Light harvesting in purple bacteria is performed mainly by three pigment-protein complexes: the reaction center (RC), the light harvesting complex 1 (LH1), and the light harvesting complex 2 (LH2). In the case of the purple bacterium Rhodospirillum photometricum, these complexes are arranged in lamellar chromatophores (20) as opposed to spherical chromatophores found, for example, in Rhodobacter sphaeroides (21, 22) .
Combining the available crystallographic (11) and modeled (23) structures of LH2 and a complex of LH1 and RC, the LH1-RC core complex, with spectroscopic and AFM data characterizing the organization of pigmentprotein complexes, has resulted in atomic-detailed models of whole spherical chromatophores from Rb. sphaeroides (21, 22) . It was shown, using these models, that chromatophores from Rb. sphaeroides have remarkably high lightharvesting efficiency (the probability of an absorbed photon resulting in a charge gradient). It was shown that, due to the short (~1 ns) lifetime of excitations (21, 22) , light harvesting efficiency depends strongly on the distance that excitation has to travel from the initially excited complex to reach the reaction center.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) data elucidated the arrangement of light harvesting complexes in the lamellar chromatophores of Rps. photometricum (20) . The AFM data can be used to model light absorption, excitation transfer, and RC trapping under different light conditions (24, 25) . Although the schematic model employed in Caycedo-Soler et al. (24, 25) provided insight into adaptation of photosynthetic systems to different light conditions, key details of the photosynthetic membrane, in particular the actual arrangement of light harvesting complexes, were described using the raw imaging data with the distance dependence of excitation transfer neglected. In particular, the raw image data, as published in Scheuring and Sturgis (20) , need to be subjected to atomic level modeling including lipids, water, ions, protein, and pigment to construct a photosynthetic membrane that is physically realistic while it remains as close as is feasible to the AFM image taken under extracellular conditions. Excitation transfer is known to vary strongly with intercomplex separation R (22) . In the case of completely incoherent excitation transfer, the transfer rates decrease by a factor R À6 (5) . Knowledge of the placement of pigmentprotein complexes is thus vital to accurately model light harvesting in a realistic membrane.
Combining AFM data (20) with atomic structures from prior investigations (11, 23, 26, 27) makes it possible, to our knowledge for the first time, to model in atomic detail a multicomplex photosynthetic membrane as it most likely appears in the cell. The model's structural integrity was tested through a molecular-dynamics simulation combining light harvesting proteins, reaction centers, lipids, ions, and aqueous solvent into a complete model. The resulting 20,000,000 atom model, one of the largest biological systems modeled to date at the atomic level, was simulated using the molecular-dynamics program NAMD 2.9 (28) . Quantum-dynamics calculations were then performed using the software PHI (29) to determine a set of transfer rates that quantitatively characterize the intercomplex excitation transfer network, which was then used to calculate two key system characteristics-the excited state lifetime and the light harvesting efficiency of the system.
METHODS
In this section, the construction and simulation methods used to investigate the chromatophore membrane are presented as follows:
1. The all-atom model, along with details of the molecular-dynamics simulation employed to derive and equilibrate the model, is summarized; and 2. The quantum-mechanical description of excitation transport under thermal conditions employed for determining the excited state lifetime and efficiency is described.
Construction of chromatophore patch
AFM data from a chromatophore membrane of the purple bacterium Rsp. photometricum (20, 32) (see Fig. 1 A), which includes information regarding location and rotational orientation of the proteins in the membrane patch, served as a starting point for building two all-atom models: the first model contained 36 LH2s and 7 LH1 monomers, as shown in Fig. 1 B, and the second model, constructed later, contained 39 LH2s and 7 LH1 monomers, with one of the LH1 monomers left open near the quinone Q B binding site, as shown in Fig. 1 , C and D. The LH2 and LH1 structures used were the crystal structure of LH2 from Rhodospirillum acidophila (11) and a modeled Rps. acidophila LH1 monomer structure (12, 27) , respectively, both preequilibrated in a lipid membrane. The two structures were chosen because, at this time, there are no LH1 or LH2 structures for Rsp. photometricum available, and because the two species., i.e., Rsp. photometricum and Rps. acidophila, are similar in that both have lamellar chromatophores and express 16-fold LH1 monomers and ninefold LH2s. At the time of modeling, there were no crystal structures for an LH1-RC monomer complex available, so the modeled LH1-RC monomer from previous simulations (27) was used. A crystal structure for the LH1-RC complex from Thermochromatium tepidum has very recently been published (33) , which displays an arrangement similar to our model, with 16 heterodimers of LH1-ab subunits encircling the RC. The open LH1 monomer was constructed by removing two ab subunits near the Q B binding site, as shown in Fig. 1 
Rigid-body mapping of LH1 and LH2 onto the AFM data leads to sterical overlap between adjacent proteins, due to not capturing the flexibility of the LH1 rings or the tilt of some LH1 and LH2 complexes seen in the AFM-imaged membrane. After rigid-body mapping, the protein complexes were manually moved apart until all sterical clashes were resolved, while keeping the overall protein packing density as close as possible to what is seen in the AFM image. The initial placement of the proteins, although based on AFM data, did not take into account the myriad physical interactions responsible for protein packing and placement in the membrane. By simulating the complete system, including protein, cofactors, lipids, and solvent, these interactions are accounted for and a biologically reasonable structure is obtained with only minor deviation from the starting structure. System construction and analysis were performed using the software VMD (31) .
The light-harvesting proteins were embedded into a large membrane patch, which had been constructed to represent a realistic chromatophore membrane of POPC (PC), POPE (PE), and POPG (PG) lipids (34) (35) (36) with an asymmetric distribution of POPG across the two lipid leaflets (36) (37) (38) . The overall lipid distribution was 16% PG, 23% PC, and 61% PE, with 70% of the charged PG lipids on the cytoplasmic side, giving 22% PG, 22% PC, and 56% PE for the cytoplasmic side and 10% PG, 24% PC, and 66% PE for the periplasmic side. As in the case of previous simulations (26, 27) , the membrane patch was intended to be simulated in isolation from its periodic images in the molecular-dynamics simulation, meaning that the circular edge of the membrane was exposed to solvent. To minimize distortion resulting from exposure to solvent, small detergent-like lipids were placed around the edge of the membrane (with PE, PC, and PG headgroups in the same ratio as the membrane). Lipids were removed from the large membrane patch where they overlapped with the protein complexes.
In the second model, 150 quinone molecules were added in random places in the membrane so that their local diffusion could be studied in different environments (the first, earlier model contained no quinones). Three additional LH2s were added in the second model so that the open LH1 monomer would not be exposed at the edge of the protein-rich part of the membrane.
The first model was solvated in a rectangular (949 Â 880 Â 257 Å ) water box, and the second was solvated in a hexagonal water cell of side length 600 Å . In both cases, sodium ions were added to neutralize the simulation system. The first model contained a total of 20,325,225 atoms, and the second contained a total of 23,699,480 atoms. The first model was used for the quantum-mechanical calculations in this paper. The second model, built after the authors had more experience with constructing and simulating large systems, was used to analyze the local movements of the protein complexes, lipids, and quinones. Molecular-dynamics minimization and relaxation of the chromatophore patch After minimization and several short construction simulations, the first Rsp. photometricum chromatophore patch was simulated on the following supercomputing resources: Jaguar (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN); Tsubame (Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan); and Blue Waters (National Center for Supercomputing Applications, Urbana, IL). The second chromatophore patch was equilibrated on Blue Waters and TITAN (Oak Ridge National Laboratory). The large memory requirement for the simulation was overcome by employing the software NAMD 2.9 (28) , which is capable of simulating up to 100,000,000 atoms and had been attuned to each of the supercomputers (39) . Simulations were performed at 310 K and 1 atm using a 2-fs timestep, employing a Langevin thermostat and barostat (28) to enforce constant temperature and pressure. The CHARMM force field was employed for the simulation of lipids, protein, and ions (40, 41) ; TIP3P (42) parameters were used to describe water. Parameters from prior investigations of LH2 (26) and LH1-RC (27) were employed to describe the protein cofactors.
Quantum dynamics and excitation energy transport
Efficient excitation transfer between pigment-protein complexes is vital to efficient light harvesting. It has been shown that the excitation transfer strongly depends on intercomplex separation (21) and that intracomplex quantum coherence plays a vital role in excitation transport (4, 43) . Previous investigations into excitation transport in chromatophores have employed either separation-independent (24,25) rates or rates calculated using generalized Förster theory (21, 22) . In this investigation, transfer rates were determined using the hierarchy equations of motion (HEOM) that describe the dynamics of a quantum system in contact with a thermal environment (44) (45) (46) ; the actual separation between light harvesting proteins LH1 and LH2 was taken into account in the calculations.
The HEOM furnish the time evolution of the density matrix r(t) describing excitation dynamics in full for arbitrary interpigment coupling values and arbitrarily strong fluctuations arising from thermal motion at 300 K. The computational expense of the HEOM method has prohibited its prior use in large, multicomplex systems, which is overcome in this case by using the program PHI (29) . PHI distributes the workload of solving the HEOM on a parallel computer, such that each processor is responsible for solving only a subset of the many equations required for large systems.
Although it has been shown that generalized Förster theory can adequately account for excitation transfer between separated pigment clusters, separation between light harvesting proteins and, therefore, the intercluster spacing in this system, as shown in Fig. 1 , is closer than previously investigated (29, 46, 47) and so the applicability of generalized Förster theory needs to be tested anew.
Excitation dynamics within each pigment protein complex n is determined by the effective Hamiltonian H n , and the interaction between two complexes by an interaction Hamiltonian H I nm . The Hamiltonians H nm ¼ H n þ H m þH I nm describe the excited state interactions between all pairs of LH1 and LH2 complexes (see Appendix A). Excitation dynamics for each pair of LH1 and LH2 complexes were calculated using the HEOM, with parameters taken from prior investigations (29, 46, 48, 49) . Because the spacing between LH1 and the RC remained the same, prior results were used for all LH1-RC pairs (49) . HEOM calculations result in the density matrix trajectory r(t) that describes in full the quantum dynamics of intercomplex excitation transfer.
The HEOM employs a set of additional density matrices that couple to the system density matrix r(t) to account for non-Markovian excitation dynamics. Due to the coherent coupling and strong environmental influence in the system, the number of additional matrices that need to be computed scales nearly exponentially with the number of pigments N in the system. The calculation of excitation transfer between a single pair of complexes requires integrating the HEOM for up to 50 ps. Using adaptive timestep integration, the software PHI (29) completes 50 ps of integration in 24 h on a single (32-processor) node of the RANGER Supercomputer (Texas Advanced Computing Center, Austin, TX), even in the case of two LH1 complexes (64 pigments). Employing a single RANGER node per pair calculation (114 in total), excitation transfer between all neighboring complexes could be completed in 24 h using the software PHI.
For a system consisting of two complexes, i and j, and containing thus a total of N ¼ N i þ N j pigments, the probability of complex i being excited at time t is calculated using P i ðtÞ ¼ tr i rðtÞ;
(1)
where tr i is the partial trace over pigments in complex i.
Assuming that excitation transfers incoherently between complexes i and j, the occupation probability P i (t) is governed, in the simplest case, by the kinetic equation
where k ij is the rate of excitation transfer from complex i to complex j. The transfer rates k ij can be obtained by fitting Eq. 2 to the occupation probability obtained from the density matrix dynamics using Eq. 1. The transfer rates k ij can alternatively also be calculated using generalized Förster theory as (22) k
where C ij is dependent on the relative orientations of complexes i and j, and r ij is their center-to-center separation. The light harvesting efficiency q and lifetime t of excitation in the system can be determined using (21, 22, 50) q ¼ Àk CS RC K À1 pð0Þ ;
where k CS ¼ 1/(3 ps) is the charge-separation rate,
is as a sum over RCs, j1i ¼ X i jii;
and where jii ¼ jf 1 .f i *.f N i is the basis vector in which the i th bacteriochlorophyll is in the Q y -excited state and all the other bacteriochlorophylls are in the ground state (22) , p(0) specifies the initially excited complex at t ¼ 0, and the transition matrix K is determined from intercomplex transfer rates k ij through
where k diss ¼ 1/(1 ns) is the rate of excitation loss due to fluorescence and internal conversion.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the results of the molecular-dynamics simulations and excitation dynamics calculations are presented. The model of the photosynthetic membrane is compared with the AFM topograph. Next, the excitation transfer rates resulting from the structure are presented and the effect of light harvesting on the protein packing density is examined.
Molecular dynamics
The first chromatophore patch model was equilibrated for an aggregate 40 ns of simulation time, which allowed the protein and lipid components from the chromatophore patch to equilibrate from the closely packed starting structure. The final state of the Rsp. photometricum chromatophore system is shown in Fig. 2 A. Fig. 2 B shows the approximate positions of the chlorophyll rings at the end of the simulation (solid circles), and as placed by the raw AFM data (dashed circles). The equilibrated structure was used for the excitation transport calculations described below.
The second chromatophore patch model was equilibrated for a total of 150 ns. The average RMSDs of the LH2 and LH1 complexes are shown in Fig. 3 A, and are consistent with reports that LH1 complexes are more flexible than LH2 complexes (51, 52) . The open LH1 monomer was not found to be less stable than the closed LH1 monomers on the timescale of the simulation, the stability stemming from close adhesion to the RC of the LH1 subunits rather than from the ring closure. Because some bacterial species naturally exhibit open LH1 monomers (53, 54) , the apparent stability of the open LH1 monomer is unsurprising.
The local random movement of the quinone molecules was also examined. The quinone molecules in the lipidrich region outside of the protein complexes, or in the large, lipid-filled gaps between protein complexes, showed much more mobility than quinones placed in smaller gaps between proteins. Fig. 3 B shows the center of each quinone as it moves over the course of the trajectory, superimposed with circles representing the positions of the LH1 and LH2 complexes.
Excitation transport
A subsystem composed of one LH1-RC complex and three LH2 complexes is used to illustrate the determination of transfer rates from density matrix trajectories. Fig. 4 A shows the organization of the subsystem, which is taken directly from the simulated structure shown in Fig. 2 . A HEOM calculation was performed for each of the six pairs of neighboring complexes in the subsystem. The occupation probabilities P i (t) of the donor complex in each calculation is shown in Fig. 4 B along with the fit to the kinetic model (Eq. 2). In each case the fit is excellent, as can be seen in Fig. 4 B, despite the close packing of the complexes. Fig. 4 C depicts the resulting excitation transfer network along with time constants t ij ¼ 1/k ij .
The excitation transfer network for the full 43 complex system ( Fig. 2 A) was determined using the procedure described for the four-complex subsystem. Due to the computational expense, HEOM calculations were performed only for complexes with center-to-center separations of <13.5 nm. In total, excitation dynamics for 114 pairs of light harvesting complexes LH1 and LH2 were calculated. Intercomplex excitation transfer rates were determined from the resulting density matrix trajectories and are presented in Fig. 5 .
The range of intercomplex separations of neighboring complexes is shown in Fig. 5 A along with the associated intercomplex excitation transfer times. Complexes within 1 nm of steric contact have a range of excitation transfer times between 3 and 20 ps for LH2 to LH2, 1 and 4 ps for LH2 to LH1, 4 and 20 ps for LH1 to LH2, and between 5 and 8 ps for LH1 to LH1. Even with the tightly packed membrane patch studied here, the small variation in separation distance accounts for a large variation in excitation transfer times between light harvesting complexes (21, 43, (55) (56) (57) (58) . The excitation transfer network of the simulated chromatophore patch is depicted in Fig. 5 B. Employing the transfer rates calculated according to Eqs. 4 and 5 yields an exciton lifetime of t ¼ 94.9 ps and a light harvesting efficiency of q ¼ 90.5%. Lifetime and efficiency are consistent with those from prior calculations (21, 22, 24, 25, 59) .
Indeed, excitation transfer computed via generalized Förster theory (22) results in a lifetime of 97.3 ps and an efficiency of 90.3%, values which are very close to those obtained using PHI.
There are many photosynthetic processes that occur simultaneous to excitation transfer, such as the diffusion of quinones from LH1-RC to cytochrome bc 1 (1) . While the dense packing of complexes in the chromatophore membrane favors rapid excitation transfer, it hinders quinone diffusion. A question that naturally arises is whether the observed dense packing is a strict requirement for efficient light harvesting. The low computational cost of generalized Förster theory permits one to examine the effect of packing density on light harvesting efficiency. Fig. 6 shows this dependence. Reducing the light harvesting protein packing density by 50% relative to the density shown in Fig. 2 A results in an average neighbor edge-to-edge separation of 3.7 nm and only a 4% decrease in light harvesting efficiency.
CONCLUSION
The excitation transport network of a chromatophore membrane from purple bacterium Rsp. photometricum has been determined for a membrane patch as observed through AFM (20) . The computation was achieved by using a combination of topographical data from AFM experiments (20) , molecular modeling (28) , and excitation dynamics calculations (49) . An AFM topograph (20) was used to generate an all-atom model for the placement of 36 LH2 and 7 LH1-RC complexes in a chromatophore membrane patch. Subsequent molecular-dynamics calculations yielded a relaxed structure of the membrane patch to serve as input for excitation transport calculations.
Low image resolution and imaging effects due to movement of the protein complexes resulted in apparent steric overlap between complexes, which was removed by an all-atom molecular-dynamics simulation. The simulation kept the membrane close to the starting conformation while allowing it to relax to a physically reasonable structure. The relaxed chromatophore membrane structure served as input to quantum-dynamics calculations to determine the rates of excitation transport between complexes.
Excitation transfer times between neighboring pigmentprotein complexes were determined using the HEOM that describes excitation dynamics in a nonperturbative manner (45) . Due to variation of interprotein distances, the resulting transfer times also showed great variation, even between complexes spaced <1 nm apart. This variation indicates the importance of accounting for the separation dependence of excitation transfer and the need to model the supramolecular organization as accurately as possible.
The procedure employed in this investigation does not rely on prior assumptions of membrane organization or packing and yields the excitation transport network of a large system from low-resolution data. It is thus an attractive procedure to use in studying other, possibly more complex systems for which only low-resolution data on membrane organization is available. Using molecular-dynamics simulations as input to study quantum processes allows one to account for the hierarchy of physical interactions prevalent in biological systems.
APPENDIX A: EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN
The effective Hamiltonian of each light harvesting complex n is given by
where jii represents the Q y excited state of pigment i, ε i the excitation energy, and V ij the electronic coupling between pigments i and j. The pigments in LH1 and LH2 are bound to the protein in antialigned pairs, with the excitation energy of each pigment in a pair given by ε 1 and ε 2 , the coupling between them by v 1 , and coupling between pigments in different pairs by v 2 . The non-nearest-neighbor interactions are approximated well by the induced-dipole coupling (43),
where d i is the transition dipole of the Q y state of pigment i and r ij is the vector from pigment i to pigment j. The parameters defining the effective Hamiltonians of LH2 and LH1 are presented in Table 1 .
The interaction Hamiltonian between two complexes n and m is given by
with the intercomplex coupling V ij given by Eq. 7 and parameters taken also from Table 1 . graphics images were produced using the QUICKSURF (30) representation in the software VMD (31) .
